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The First Choice and Best Choice for 

Document Review Services
An Overview of Specialized Document Review Services from ReviewRight

 

ReviewRight is a specialized set of document review services from HaystackID designed to help law 
firms and legal departments quickly and accurately learn from their data to make the right decisions for 
positive and quality investigation and litigation outcomes. These specialized services address essential 
eDiscovery needs for complex, data-intensive reviews with six task-targeted offerings each focused on 
helping legal professionals solve document review-related challenges.

Powerful enough to be used individually and unmatched in capability when integrated, HaystackID’s 
ReviewRight services are viewed as the first choice and best choice for document review services by 
many of the world’s leading corporations and law firms.

ReviewRight Expert Guidance and Recommendations 
  

One of the key elements available to all ReviewRight customers is access to a formalized group of 
attorneys, each with more than 10 years of eDiscovery experience, that can assist counsel and clients 
with the early stages of litigation through final document production and analysis. 

Service Description

A Reviewer Marketplace Matching Qualifications and Performance with Specific 
Review Specifications

An Extension of the Reviewer Marketplace Focused on Foreign Language 
Reviewers and Review Specifications

A Complete Managed Review Service with Comprehensive Metrics Reporting and 
Expert Consulting Teams

Powerful Review Hosting with the World’s Leading Review Platform, Relativity

Proven Technology-Assisted Review Supported by Leading Predictive Coding 
Technologies and Protocols

Secure Remote Infrastructure for All Review Engagements
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These experts provide guidance and recommendations to devise document review strategies that limit 
review set populations, to select review technologies, to craft customized workflows that increase 
review speed and accuracy, and to develop searches to target key documents to enable counsel to 
tailor legal strategies to case facts. Simply stated, ReviewRight experts enable counsel and clients to 
benefit from the knowledge gained from millions of review documents to decrease costs and increase 
accuracy. This allows counsel to spend their time focusing on just the most important documents.

ReviewRight Expert Consulting Services

As part of our ReviewRight offerings, our team of eDiscovery attorney experts delivers full data 
reduction consulting designed to appropriately reduce the size of data review sets prior to technology-
assisted review and manual document review. These data reduction services include six key offerings.

Proven Security for All Review Services

ReviewRight takes a comprehensive approach to security and controls for all document reviews to 
specifically address each layer of cloud-delivered offerings. From the user and his/her endpoint 
devices, all the way to the physical data center infrastructure, security has been built into our offerings 
using a combination of virtual technologies, hardware, and customizable user controls. This protected 
end-user access coupled with HaystackID’s privacy and security approach from policy to data center 
infrastructure extends critical and necessary privacy and security controls all the way to the reviewer’s 
fingertips, regardless of location.

Learn More. Today. 
 

Contact us today at HaystackID.com/ReviewRight to learn more about our specialized review services 
to include business consulting and project management capabilities to see why ReviewRight is the first 
choice and best choice for document review services.

About ReviewRight

ReviewRight, a HaystackID company, is a specialized document review services firm that helps 
corporations and law firms learn from their data when they face complex, data-intensive investigations 
and litigation. With a proven reputation for mobilizing attorney document review experts and advanced 
review technologies, ReviewRight’s services accelerate and deliver quality document review outcomes.
 

Serving more than 500 of the world’s leading corporations and law firms from North American and 
European locations, HaystackID’s combination of expertise and executional excellence coupled with a 
culture of white glove customer service make it the alternative legal services provider that is big enough 
to matter but small enough to care.

Data Reduction Consulting Services

• Search Term Testing and Analysis • Identifying Per Se Non-Responsive Documents

• Custom De-duping • Single Instance Review of Search Term Hits

• Analytics/Threading • Review Protocols
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